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The 2014 Västmanland wildfire
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• Worst wildfire in 40 years
• 15,000 hectares 
• One confirmed fatality
• Italy and France provided 

firefighting aircraft

.[



2015 wildfire season Pacific Northwest US
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“Canyon Fire”, John Day Oregon,  August 15
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2015 Wildfire Season - Alaska
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• 2 million ha burned
• 200 active incidents
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US Wildfire trend is not good

• National forests average  8,888 fire incidents/yr
• Average area burned  >700,000 ha (78 million ha)
• Fire suppression > $2 billion/year
• 40% of the Forest Service budget



Policy background

More suppression                     Bigger fires

• 1935  “10 am” policy
• 1971 – 10 acre objective



Climate change
• Moisture in the atmosphere is highly sensitive to temperature. 

– Need 15% increase.in precip. for every degree of warming to compensate
• Temperature correlated with lightning.
• Warmer temps -> longer the fire season; particularly important at 

high northern latitudes.

Parisien, M-A., Parks, S.A., Krawchuk, M.A., Flannigan, M.D., Bowman, L.M., and Moritz, 
M.A. (2011). Scale-dependent controls on the area burned in the boreal forest of Canada, 
1980-2005. Ecological Applications 21: 789-805. 



Forest Service policy response
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• Accelerated restoration of 
“fire adapted forests”

• Increased emphasis on 
hazardous fuels reduction 
programs

• Community wildfire 
protection planning

• Application of risk science
• Suite of decision support 

tools



Restoring natural fire

Pinus ponderosa central Oregon



Wildfir in a fire excluded forest
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Overview of the FS hazardous fuels program

• About 500,000 ha treated  annually
• Thinning and prescribed fire 
• Reduce fire severity and the potential for high-intensity 

crown fires.
• Selection of species fire resilient forests (Pinus, Larix)
• Re-introduce natural and prescribed fire



Fuel reduction-restoration treatment
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Successes from fuel management



Four Mile Canyon Fire, Colorado 
Sept 6 2012
Extensive fuel treatments around the community
162 homes burned first day

Failures



Waldo Canyon Fire, Colorado
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Managing fuels and fire
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Conflicts and opportunities



Decision support tools
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• Wildfire simulation models
• Function

– Predictive services
– Risk management
– Landscape planning

• Typology
– Stand modeling of fuel treatment 

prescription
– Landscape modeling for risk 

assessments and fuel project 
performance 

– Active wildfire incident support 
– Fire weather analysis systems
– Integrated planning systems



Landscape versus stand simulation models

• Landscape models simulate fire events 
and account for topography, contagion 
of fuels, and variable weather
– FlamMap
– Fsim
– FSPro
– Phoenix (Australia)
– Promethius (Canada)

• “Stand” models – uniform fuels and 
weather
– Behave
– Nexus
– Forest vegetation simulator

• All use Rothermal’s fire spread equation 
and the Finney/Scott crown fire models

Ager, et al. 2011. Integrating fire behavior models and geospatial analysis for wildland fire 
risk assessment and fuel management planning. Journal of Combustion doi: 
10.1155/2011/572452 

Flammap5

Forest vegetation simulator



Forest vegetation simulator – testing fuel treatments

Initial condition Thin

UnderburnWildfire without 
treatments

Wildfire with 
treatments

Masticate



FlamMap5 - Landscape fire simulation  

• 4 functionalities
– Fire behavior at each pixel
– Simulate an individual fire from ignition point(s)
– Simulate many fires -> burn probability analysis 
– Spatial optimization of fuel treatment locations
– www.fire.org



Landfire National Fuels Data
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Corrine landcover used in Europe



Surface fuel models

• Standardized set of stylized 
models describing fire 
behavior under a set of 
conditions
– Wind speed
– Slope
– Fuel moisture

Scott, J.H., Burgan, R.E., 2005. 
Standard fire behavior fuel models: 
a comprehensive set for use with 
Rothermel's surface fire spread 
model. USDA Forest Service, Gen. 
Tech. Rep., Rocky Mountain 
Research Station RMRS-GTR-153, 
72 p.



Weather

– Fuel moisture 
– Wind speed
– Wind direction

Remote automated weather stations (RAWS)

Wind speed
Wind direction
Fuel moisture



Gridded wind fields – Wind Ninja
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Ignition locations 

• Random
• Modeled from 

historical



Fire Growth – Minimum travel time (MTT)

– Rectangular lattice, 
fuels, weather, topo

– Each node contains 
2-D Spread Rates 
(elliptical) 

– Search for minimum 
travel time among all 
nodes

– Contouring gives 
identical results to 
Huygens’ Principle



Fireline Intensity (kW m-1)

Fire intensity varies by spread direction

heading

flanking

backing



Validation
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• Comparison of 
historical and 
simulated fire 
perimeters, 
Deschutes National 
Forest



• Spatial arrangement of fuel treatments on has a large effect on 
fire growth

Two ignition points

Landscape treatment strategies



light

heavy
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• Treating small proportions of 
landscapes in random patterns 
has little effect on fire spread

Fuel treatment effectiveness at landscape scales

• Treating lightly has little effect 
on fire spread

Finney 2006



– Forest Service implementation: “SPOTS”, “SPLATS”,  
“Fireshed assessments”

– Implemented in FlamMap (“TOM”)
– Impede the “flow” of fire across landscapes by breaking 

up corridors of fast burning fuel

Spatial Optimization of Fuel Treatments
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Spatial optimization of dry forest restoration

• Use treatments to efficiently build “low hazard fire 
containers”,  i.e. minimize treated area, maximize 
container size, treat stands that exceed a fire 
behavior threshold

Crown 
fire

Ager, A. A., N. M. Vaillant, and A. McMahan. 2013. Restoration of 
fire in managed forests: a model to prioritize landscapes and 
analyze tradeoffs. Ecosphere 4:29.



Existing condition                 Treat around structures                 Restoration   

Landscape modeling of alternative fuel treatment strategies 

Structures 
are white 
dots

Treated 
stands in 
black
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• Burn probability  = number of 
fires burning a pixel/total fires 
simulated 

Uncertainty: From a single fire to a probability

• Simulate lots of fires with 
historic conditions



Burn probability- 500,000 ha Deschutes National 
Forest



Fire intensity (flame length)



Fire size potential

Ignition starts 
a small fire

Ignition starts 
a large fire



Annual burn probability for continental US

• Simulated 1000’s of 
fire seasons using 
synthetic weather 
generator



From burn probability to risk
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“Risk”

Probability of a fire at intensity 
level i

Response  for intensity i

“Exposure” 

“Susceptibility”

Expected loss

Definition: Wildfire risk = probability of event of specific 
intensity x  the loss at that intensity
(Finney 2005)

Estimated as the expected loss:



Wildfire risk management - More Definitions

• Risk Assessment – spatial and 
temporal quantification of risk

• Risk Management – using risk 
assessment to change perceived or 
actual risk

• Exposure Assessment – map 
exposure in relation to social and 
ecological values

• Wildfire Hazard - the potential for 
loss (set the probability to 1.0)

• Wildfire Danger – near term 
exposure within a fire season

Miller, C. and A. A. Ager. 2012. A review of recent advances in 
risk analysis for wildfire management. International Journal of 
Wildland Fire 22:1-14.



National Forest wildfire exposure assessments

; 

Ager, et al. . 2014. Wildfire exposure and fuel management on western 
US national forests. Journal of Environmental Management 145:54-70.



Risk–based strategic fuels planning

Risk based 
allocation and 
prioritization

Risk based 
allocation and 
prioritization

Risk based 
monitoring, 
adjustment and 
learning

Risk based 
monitoring, 
adjustment and 
learning

National program

Regions

Forests

Districts and 
projects

Risk based 
decision 
support tools 
and framework



Wildfire risk transmission
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• Fire ignites on FS, 
burns to private

Mapping wildfire transmission to the urban 
interface
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Source of the fire 
exposure to the 

WUI

“Community Firesheds” 

Ager, et al. 2015. Coupling the biophysical and social 
dimensions of wildfire risk in the urban interface: New 
concepts and tools for fireshed planning. Risk Analysis. DOI: 
10.1111/risa.12373



Socio-ecological stratification using firesheds
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High hazard
fire containers

From Land Classes to local landscapes
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Low hazard 
fire containers

Treatment 
optimization 

model

Focused 
defensible 
fuel breaks

Dispersed fuel 
breaks

Strategic 
Restoration of natural

fuel breaks

Black polygons represent treatment units

WUI

Fire resilient landscapes Fire adapted communities         Wildfire response

Restoration              Protection                    Containment 



Network analysis of fire tranmission
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Ager et al.  2014. Analyzing the transmission of wildfire exposure on a fire-prone 
landscape in Oregon, USA. Forest Ecology and Management 334:377-390.



Network complexity versus total transmitted risk
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Connecting people to fire
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Wildfire networks on ecosystem services
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• Wildfire network on 
the Deschutes 
national forest 

• Effect of fuel 
treatments



Coupled socioecological fire systems

Connectivity of people
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Connectivity of fire

Collaboratives

Fire 
organizations

Social Network

Fire network

Risk

Socio-ecological networks 



Modeling fire in a socioecological context
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Envision.bioe.orst.edu



Agent based landscape modeling - Envision 

Landscape
Feedbacks

Landscape
Feedbacks

Actors
Decision-makers managing the 
landscape by selecting policies 
responsive to their objectives

Policies
Fundamental Descriptors of 

constraints and actions defining land 
use management decision making

Scenario
Definition

Autonomous Change Processes
Models of Non-anthropogenic 

Landscape Change

Landscape Production Models
Generate Landscape Metrics Reflecting 

Ecosystem Service & Economic Productions

Landscape
Spatial Container in 

which landscape
changes, ES 

Metrics are 
depicted

Slide Courtesy John Bolte

Multi-agent 
Decision-making
Select policies and 

generate land 
management decision 

affecting landscape
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www.fs.fed.us/wwetac/arcfuels

Decision support: ArcFuels
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• Geospatial interface for fuels planning
• Ties fire models and data together
• Landscape fuels management NEPA
• Risk assessments



Wildland Fire Decision Support System

“WFDSS”

Uses simulation models to support active fire incidents



tack så mycket
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Grand challenges

1. Are we making a 
difference?

2. Tipping point - Invest in 
suppression or fuel 
management?

3. Private sector sharing the 
risk

4. Scale mismatches in fuel 
planning





 Historical vs Simulated

Area burned over time
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 Models are also lacking that integrate bothsocial and biophysical risk factor
s

 Both factors influence the probability of and potential losses associated wit
h an adverse event. 

Social risk models
• Defining peoples’ risk perceptions

based on qualitative social processe
s such as identifying community
values exposed to wildfire

• Defining adaptvie capacity and mitig
ation potential 

Social risk models
• Defining peoples’ risk perceptions

based on qualitative social processe
s such as identifying community
values exposed to wildfire

• Defining adaptvie capacity and mitig
ation potential 

Risk mitigation sub-systems are often disconnectedRisk mitigation sub-systems are often disconnected

Biophysical  risk models
• Technical risk assessments
• Estimation of probabilities of adverse 

events

Biophysical  risk models
• Technical risk assessments
• Estimation of probabilities of adverse 

events



 Potential method to integrate social and biophysical subsytems
 Agents have autonomous behavior (landowner, land manager)
 Agents interact with their environment in addition to other agents
 Model simulates the simultaneous operation and interactions of multiple 

agents on landscape change
 Collective action can create complex phenomena (emergence). 
 Surprise can result (e.g. 80 years of suppression can lead to a fire

problem) 

AGENT BASED MODELING APPROACH



Wildfire risk transmission – Blue Creek fire
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Advances in Threat Assessment July 18-20, 
Boulder CO

Burn Probability - No Treatments
10000 wildfires, 24 hour burn periods

0.001 - 0.005

0.005 - 0.010

0.010 - 0.015

0.015 - 0.020

0.020 - 0.025

0.025 - 0.030

0.030 - 0.035

0.035 - 0.040

0.040 - 0.045

> 0.045 



Burn Probability, 10,000 burn periods

0.001 - 0.005

0.005 - 0.010

0.010 - 0.015

0.015 - 0.020

0.020 - 0.025

0.025 - 0.030

0.030 - 0.035

0.035 - 0.040

0.040 - 0.045

> 0.045 


